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LADY SOPHITIA says: we describe our music as "HI GROOVE MODERN METAL": metal elements as

thrash/hardcore with great groove and a particular attention to melody and clean vocals. The Music is

also filled with synths, samples and industrial influences.. 8 MP3 Songs METAL: Metalcore, METAL:

Industrial Metal Details: THE STORY SO FAR............ Summer 2000:The ASHCORN were born with the

meeting between Miles (guitars) and Ronnie (drums). A first line up was completed with a second guitar

(Alessandro), bass (Ferdinando) and vocals (Enrico). The group began playing some covers (rock and

metal), but pretty soon they started writing their own songs. During hat period the band played a very

rough music but already with the elements of the actual sound: hi groove modern metal. 2001: the band

played live as much as they could, everywhere there was a stage ready for a show... 2002 : few problems

inside the band changed line up: Miles and Ronnie (the two original members and founders) remained

alone. Davide ( Devil Poison), the current bassist was one who saved Ashcorn project. At the time he was

only a fan of the group and most of all, he wasn't much of an expert with the instrument (he was

practically a guitarist), but he was the right person for the passion and engagement shown. They needed

a singer...Nobody thought that a friend of the band, Sofia, could be the missing piece: it is very odd to find

a girl being able to compete with 'death and thrash' metal screamers, without neglecting the clean vocals.

So line up complete!! A lot of hours were spent in order to test the new formation and to debut live in the

summer. January 2003: a new member joined the band, nobody had left the group, but it was thought

best to use keyboards and electronics in order to improve the sound and find new solutions. In the middle

of January made his entry Alberto ( Nails), already a friend of Miles and Ronnie. 2004:During the second

half of the year, the band has recorded his first Ep "X-Spleen-8", and has played live as much as possible

with a good consent from the public... April 2005: Release of "X-Spleen-8" through Magazines, Webzines
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and Radios all over the world....The feedback till now is very good: "hi rate reviews" (Rock Hard Italy,

Metal Hammer, Metal Shock, Noise and more...), tons of new fans and friends...good right?? What are

you waiting for?? Buy now "X-SPLEEN-8" and JOIN OUR TRIBE!!!! ASHCORN is: Lady Sophitia-Vocals 

screams --AGE: 21-- Miles Tawnshate-Guitars  vocals --AGE: 23-- Nails-Synthetics,samples,piano 

programming --AGE: 23-- Devil Poison:Bass --AGE: 22-- Ronnie's Bawl-Drums  percussion --AGE: 21--

NATIONALITY: FROM ITALY!! ITALIAN SCENE SUCKS!!! Help us to ESCAPE!!
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